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Crime is one of the most important concepts in China’s traditional criminal law. 
It is also the core of the whole criminal system. This article focused on crime in legal 
documents of ancient China. Generally speaking, different ideas and social 
consciousness both have great impacts on the formation of crime in ancient China. 
The author found that the general research of ancient China’s crime hasn’t been done, 
consequently this paper aimed to work on the summary of its origin, development and 
accomplishment. The structure of the paper didn’t conform to the order of dynasties 
exactly but accord to the time line of the origin of word and concept to the 
amplification of the concept to the codification of crime.     
From early records of crime, the word, sentence and chapter play important roles 
in defining its concept. First, the word used to describe crime was composed of 
punishment, which transferred to wrong and punishment. Second, from Zhou Dynasty, 
crime can be used to describe emperor, officials and civilians. Third, from the 
background of the Xi Zhou Restructuring, the concept of guilt can be rooted in the 
demand of political legitimacy, because of the idea of acting according to god’s will.  
The criminal law with legitimacy should be stable, and find balance between 
crime and punishment. The development of the concept of sin also laid the foundation 
for the ancient criminal legitimacy, the balance of crime and punishment and the shift 
of legislation. The nature of guilt bases on the formation of the infringement of legal 
interest , which origins from god’s will, aims to protect public and private interests, 
and consists of national interest, family interest, and individual interests. It also 
protects abstract interest like emotional and orderly interest. National interest comes 
first, family interest comes second, and individual interest comes last.  
After the formation of the concept of crime, with the social development, the 













 emperor, officials and civilians in early days, but with the development of morality 
and loyalty, it became people-oriented with the dissipation of emperor’s sin. On the 
other hand, ethics, political ideas, priori concepts shape a more systematic, operable 
system of rules from different levels. Family ethics, political ethics, social ethics, 
administrative concepts, the concept of social management, economic management, 
and ideas from Buddhist and God all played an important role in the formation of 
crime. The systematization of crime requires it to shift from the concept to practice, 
and realize its value in legislation. 
From the background of statute law in ancient China, we can find that the demands 
of legislation of crime evolve from article to code. In the formation of the article, take 
Ni as an example, it experienced extremely complex process from Han Dynasty to 
Tang Dynasty. Ni in Sui and Tang is not the same, because of different ethics, 
political ideas and priori concepts. After the formation of articles, the need to set a 
chapter began to occur. Ancient Criminal Law originated from Law, which combining 
subjects, administrative matters and behavioral properties as the standard of 
categorization and accomplishment of the balance between crime and punishment. In 
the final codification, the relationship among emperor, officials and civilians 
eventually form the general principle of the first level, and the severity of legal 
interest, the logic and the order form the second level standard. Thus, the concept of 
crime realizes its way of codification.  
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